Beware of Lifestyle Creep
Sometimes more money can mean more problems

“LIFESTYLE CREEP” IS AN UNUSUAL PHRASE DESCRIBING AN ALL-TOO-COMMON PROBLEM: the more money people earn, the more money they tend to spend.

FREQUENTLY, THE NEWLY AFFLUENT ARE THE MOST SUSCEPTIBLE. As people establish themselves as doctors and lawyers, executives, and successful entrepreneurs, they see living well as a reward. Outstanding education, home, and business loans may not alter this viewpoint. Lifestyle creep can happen to successful individuals of any age. How do you guard against it?

KEEP ONE FINANCIAL PRINCIPLE IN MIND: SPEND LESS THAN YOU MAKE. If you get a promotion, if your business takes off, if you make partner, the additional income you receive can go toward your retirement savings, your investment accounts, or your debts.

SEE A PROMOTION, A BONUS, OR A RAISE AS AN OPPORTUNITY TO SAVE MORE. Do you have a household budget? Then the amount of saving that the extra income comfortably permits will be clear. Even if you do not closely track your expenses, you can probably still save (and invest) to a greater degree without imperiling your current lifestyle.

AVOID TAKING ON NEW FIXED EXPENSES THAT MAY NOT LEAD TO POSITIVE OUTCOMES. Shouldering a fixed mortgage payment as a condition of home ownership? Good potential outcome. Assuming an auto loan so you can drive a luxury SUV? Maybe not such a good idea. While the home may appreciate, the SUV almost certainly will not.

Resist the temptation to rent a fancier apartment or home. Few things scream “lifestyle creep” like higher rent. A pricier apartment may convey an impressive image to your friends and associates, but it will not make you wealthier.

KEEP THE BIG GOALS IN MIND AND FIGHT OFF DISTRACTIONS. When you earn more, it is easy to act on your wants and buy things impulsively. Your typical day starts costing you more money.

To prevent this subtle, daily lifestyle creep, live your days the same way you always have – with the same kind of financial mindfulness. Watch out for new daily costs inspired by wants rather than needs.

(Article continued on page 2)
LIVE WELL, BUT NOT EXTRAVAGANTLY. After years of law school or time toiling at start-ups, getting hired by the right firm and making that career leap can be exhilarating – but it should not be a gateway to runaway debt. According to the Federal Reserve’s latest Survey of Consumer Finances, the average American head of household aged 35-44 carries slightly more than $100,000 of non-housing debt. This is one area of life where you want to be below average.¹
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